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ITU-T M-SERIES RECOMMENDATIONS

TMN AND NETWORK MAINTENANCE: INTERNATIONAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS, TELEPHONE
CIRCUITS, TELEGRAPHY, FACSIMILE AND LEASED CIRCUITS

Introduction and general principles of maintenance and maintenance organization M.10–M.299
International transmission systems M.300–M.559
International telephone circuits M.560–M.759
Common channel signalling systems M.760–M.799
International telegraph systems and phototelegraph transmission M.800–M.899
International leased group and supergroup links M.900–M.999
International leased circuits M.1000–M.1099
Mobile telecommunication systems and services M.1100–M.1199
International public telephone network M.1200–M.1299
International data transmission systems M.1300–M.1399
Designations and information exchange M.1400–M.1999
International transport network M.2000–M.2999
Telecommunications management network M.3000–M.3599
Integrated services digital networks M.3600–M.3999
Common channel signalling systems M.4000–M.4999

For further details, please refer to the list of ITU-T Recommendations.
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ITU-T Recommendation M.3100

Generic network information model

CORRIGENDUM 3

Summary

This corrigendum corrects defects identified in ITU-T M.3100 (1995). It includes a table providing
the relation between the defects and the corrections. These corrections are specified as changes to
existing clauses of ITU-T M.3100 (1995).

Source

Corrigendum 3 to ITU-T Recommendation M.3100 was prepared by ITU-T Study Group 4
(2001-2004) and approved under the WTSA Resolution 1 procedure on 13 August 2001.
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FOREWORD

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the United Nations specialized agency in the field of
telecommunications. The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of
ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations
on them with a view to standardizing telecommunications on a worldwide basis.

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years,
establishes the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on these
topics.

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1.

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are
prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC.

NOTE

In this Recommendation, the expression "Administration" is used for conciseness to indicate both a
telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

ITU draws attention to the possibility that the practice or implementation of this Recommendation may
involve the use of a claimed Intellectual Property Right. ITU takes no position concerning the evidence,
validity or applicability of claimed Intellectual Property Rights, whether asserted by ITU members or others
outside of the Recommendation development process.

As of the date of approval of this Recommendation, ITU had not received notice of intellectual property,
protected by patents, which may be required to implement this Recommendation. However, implementors are
cautioned that this may not represent the latest information and are therefore strongly urged to consult the
TSB patent database.

 ITU 2002

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and microfilm, without permission in writing from ITU.
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ITU-T Recommendation M.3100

Generic network information model

CORRIGENDUM 3

1 Introduction

This corrigendum corrects a number of defects to ITU-T M.3100 that have previously been
documented and resolved in the M.3100 Implementors' Guide. This corrigendum replaces the
Implementors' Guide as the authoritative source. However, the Implementors' Guide will be
available on the ITU-T server until this corrigendum has been published.

Additional defects and resolutions will again be recorded in the Implementors' Guide and finally be
published in an additional corrigendum or a revision of ITU-T M.3100.

2 Resolved defects

This corrigendum corrects the following defects reported against ITU-T M.3100 (1995):

Defect number Issue Correction No.

DR-M3100-43 Incorrect ASN.1 syntax ArcAlarmDetailSet 1

1) Clause 4.1.6, GDMO/ASN.1 (Amendment 3)

Replace:

ArcAlarmDetailSet ::= SEQUENCE {
ArcAlarmDetail
}

with:

ArcAlarmDetailSet ::= SET OF ArcAlarmDetail







Printed in Switzerland
Geneva, 2002
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